Experimental Cloud‐based Ray Tracing
Using Intel® MIC Architecture for Highly Parallel Visual Processing

Introduction
A game‐changing factor in computing is the rise of the cloud. While the word sometimes seems to be
overused, the concept offers interesting benefits for both companies and end‐users. One example of
taking advantage of the cloud is related to computer games. Companies like OnLive* and Gaikai* are
making a business out of offering a service in which the game itself runs on servers in the cloud. It
processes user interactions from the game client, and the server sends back a compressed, rendered
image of the game to the user.
There are many advantages of a cloud‐based rendering approach. For instance, the user doesn’t need to
wait for the installation of the game and doesn’t need to worry about patching the game to the latest
state. The amount of used hard disk space on the user’s machine is much lower. As the game can’t be
copied from the client side, there is no need for anti‐piracy checks like putting the game DVD into your
machine. For developers it also enables an easy way to release a demo version of the game, such as by
providing a limited access time window to the full game so people can get a first impression of it.
Another advantage is that a game client could run on many different operating systems and might
therefore save the amount of work that is sometimes used to port a game across different platforms.
More platforms, such as netbooks, tablets, and smartphones, could run high‐end games since intensive
calculations are done on the server. This also opens the door to running high‐end, even professional
graphical capabilities on lightweight consumer devices. Current games are usually limited to using the
hardware rasterizer that is on common graphics cards in order to achieve the required performance that
gamers expect. While this approach has advantages, it also limits the choices a game developer could
use for their game. There might be other rendering algorithms, like point rendering, voxel rendering, or
ray tracing, that could enable games to look much more realistic.
Ray tracing is a rendering technique that uses the laws of physics to create more photorealistic graphics
by accurately calculating effects like reflections, refractions, and shadows. However, the computational
requirements of ray tracing limit its use for interactive consumer applications like games. The cloud
gaming model provides one method to give more people access to the high‐end hardware needed to
perform the ray tracing in real‐time.
In recent years, Intel Labs has shown steady progress towards developing real‐time ray tracing engines
running on multicore Intel® processor‐based platforms. In 2008, we were able to show Quake Wars: Ray
Traced running at 15‐20 frames per second (fps) on an Intel® Xeon® processor‐based server using four
quad‐core CPUs. After several months of making optimizations, we showed the demo using the same
four socket server, but with the newly updated six‐core Intel® Xeon® X7460 processors at 20‐35 fps. The
following year the next Intel processor allowed us to go down from a server to a workstation system
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eving the sam
me frame. It iss clear that w
we will see continued perfo
ormance incrreases
with two sockets achie
er core countts and new arrchitectures liike Intel® miccroarchitecture code namee Sandy Bridgge.
with highe
One speccifically intere
esting platforrm for this algorithm is tthe upcomingg Intel® Man
ny Integrated Core
Architectu
ure (Intel® MIC
M Architectture) announ
nced in Mayy 2010. As ray tracing iss a highly paarallel
algorithm
m, Intel MIC Architecture will
w help provide big gains iin performan
nce by increassing the numb
ber of
available cores for highly parallel applications in
n the high pe rformance co
omputing (HP
PC) market an
nd for
datacente
ers. This leads us to the to
opic of this paper: bringin g together th
he Intel MIC A
Architecture along
with a clo
oud‐based gam
ming model to
t enable more advanced and realistic image rendering with real‐time
ray tracing.

acing Overrview
Ray Tra
Ray tracin
ng is a renderring algorithm
m that simulattes light rays found in natture, with onee slight differrence.
In nature,, the rays origginate from a light source (e.g. the sun ) and eventually hit the human eye. Th
he ray
tracing algorithm trace
es this process in reverse: from the eyye (as a virtu
ual camera) in
nto the scenee. The
points wh
here these raays hit geome
etric objects are
a calculate d. Then, a sh
hader program
m is called fo
or the
surfaces that
t
got hit.

A ray from
m the virtual camera
c
hits th
he car and geets reflected ttoward the hoouse. A shado
ow ray is shott from
the hit position
p
at the car toward the light source.
Through this
t
process, material pro
operties such
h as reflectiviity and transsparency are evaluated. C
Colors
from textures can be added,
a
and secondary rayys that test foor lighting, reeflection, and
d refraction can be
traced fro
om here.
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Ray tracin
ng is already heavily used
d in the profe
essional graphhics market. This usually is done for o
offline
(i.e., non‐‐interactive) tasks
t
where a significant amount of t ime is spent on a single iimage. In ord
der to
enable so
ome degree of
o interactivitty, there are often previe ws of the fin
nal image thaat get refined
d over
time. In so
ome cases, laarge clusters have
h
been the
e solution to gain interactivity.
The autom
motive industtry is an impo
ortant examplle of the proffessional use of ray tracingg. Before a caar gets
built, it iss valuable to
o be able to preview it first
f
in a phootorealistic w
way. Through
h this processs, the
manufacturer is able to accurately model the caar to the desi red propertiees and is ablee to detect flaaws in
n easily—for instance, if a certain object or shape inn the car wou
uld cause reflections that might
the design
irritate th
he driver. For modeling an
a object like
e a headligh t, complex gglobal illumin
nation calculaations
where mu
ultiple rays bounce inside the object have
h
to be so lved. Ray tracing has provven to be thee best
solution for getting tho
ose physicallyy correct imagges.

Offlline‐rendered
d headlight m odel of a car
a
of
o ray tracingg is in the arrea of mediccal visualization. Scanningg devices useed for
Another application
computed
d tomographyy (CT) or maggnetic resonaance tomograaphy (MRT) ccreate 3D datta of an objecct like
the humaan brain or a skull. That volumetric in
nformation hhas to be displayed on a computer sccreen.
While the
ere are many different metthods to do th
his, ray tracinng is the mostt accurate one.
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Volum
metric data off a skull visuallized using rays
(Source: htttp://en.wikipeedia.org/wiki/
i/File:High_Deefinition_Voluume_Renderiing.JPG)
In the mo
ovie industry ray tracing is an elegant and
a commonlly used algoriithm for solving reflection
ns and
refraction
ns in a robust and stable manner.
m

Image from
f
the movvie MEGAMIN
NDTM (©Dream
mWorks Anim
mation) showiing ray traced
d special effeccts.
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Intel® MIC Architecture Ray Tracing
The demonstration described below is an evaluation of the combination of a cloud‐based gaming
approach and utilizing ray tracing for rendering using Intel MIC Architecture.

Hardware Setup
For this project four “server” machines have been used to represent the cloud. The relevant
components of each machine are:





Motherboard: Intel® DX58SO (code name Smackover)
CPU: Intel® Core™ i7‐965 processor (6 cores, 2 threads per core, 3.2 GHz)
Intel code name Knights Ferry PCIe card (32 cores, 4 threads per core)
Gigabit Ethernet

Intel code name Knights Ferry is the first‐generation development platform for the Intel MIC
Architecture. It includes a PCIe card that has a 32‐core chip on it that is clocked at 1.2 GHz. The
development platform is programmable with the regular tools and programming languages that
developers regularly use. A bit further out there are plans for an Intel MIC Architecture‐based
product, code named Knights Corner, that will use 22nm manufacturing technology and will
therefore be able to even have more than 50 cores on the chip.
As a thin client (representing the gamer’s machine), a small laptop was chosen. The properties are:




CPU: Intel® Core™2 Duo processor P9600 (2 cores, 2.66 GHz)
13‐inch screen at 1280x800
Gigabit Ethernet

Software Setup
Game content was taken from the German version of the game Wolfenstein* (2009), provided by id
Software* and Raven Software*.
The ray tracing was performed by an experimental engine developed by Intel Labs. It is programmable
over a clearly defined API in order to pass in geometry, camera data, textures, changed states, etc.
Additionally, an HLSL‐like shading language is supported to write high‐performance shading code in a
convenient way.
The ray tracing engine has two parts. One runs completely on the CPU and is used to communicate with
the Knights Ferry card in order to upload the content, manage states, and send rendering commands.
The other part is executed on Intel MIC Architecture. It has been implemented in a very similar manner
to a regular Intel® architecture CPU in C++, with special code to utilize the 16‐wide SIMD units. The
renderer uses 31 of 32 cores – the last one is left free so it can handle whatever workload the driver
requires. Given that each core has four threads, this means there are 124 threads available. These are
dynamically allocated on Knights Ferry to different tasks, the biggest one being the actual rendering task
that traces rays and colors pixels. The second most intense one is used to update internal acceleration
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structures. Those are holding representations of the game’s geometry (triangles) in a way that makes it
faster for rays to find the potential intersecting geometry. Dynamic changes of the scene (movement of
players, particle updates, etc.) require that those acceleration structures are updated as well with this
new information.

Client‐Server Rendering
The Intel® Core™ i7 processor on the server runs a game engine that processes and updates all states
(e.g., position of the players, which weapon is currently chosen, etc.) and communicates those to the ray
tracing engine that is running as described above with an interface on the CPU and for rendering on
Knights Ferry. It also transfers rendered pixels over TCP/IP to the client.
The client processes the user interface (key presses, mouse movements) and evaluates their actions (for
example, pressing the Up key will make the player move forward). Updated game states are sent to the
servers. The client receives pixel data from the server and displays it on the screen.
In order to combine the calculation power of multiple hardware units, in this case the four servers, there
are different methods that can be used. Here are two of them in more detail:




Distributing tile‐based rendering across all servers. This method splits the task of rendering a
ray‐traced image into small tiles (like 32x32 or 64x64 pixels) and assigns them to a specific
server. The benefit of this approach is that it has very low latency. The machines will work
together to finish this one frame as fast as possible. The drawback is that a smart algorithm is
required for accurate load balancing between the servers. Some tiles might be calculated much
faster than others (e.g., displaying the sky without any geometry is very fast). Therefore it could
happen that all but one of the machines are already done with their work but have to sit idle
until the last one is finished. To solve that, there are approaches like task stealing, where an idle
thread can grab work from the pipeline of another busy thread, that should perform well.
Alternate frame rendering. Using this approach, a specific frame is assigned to a specific
machine. The benefit is that this is easy to assign to each server. In most cases there is not a
significant difference in the time to calculate succeeding frames; therefore the work is balanced
nicely. The drawback is that this method introduces additional lag. In the case of four servers,
this adds a three‐frame delay to what is displayed on the client’s machine. At a frame rate of 60
Hz, the delay would be 50 milliseconds (ms). Using double buffering as in our demo setup, this
leads to a seven‐frame delay (117 ms).

Given the amount of additional latency through the second method, it is recommended for a
commercial implementation to use the tile‐based approach. Nevertheless, for the purpose of this
research study, our first implementation used alternate frame rendering with the option to improve
using the tile‐based method in a future revision.
Compression
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t upload an image from memory
m
to th
he graphical device that sshows it on a screen, almo
ost all
In order to
modern devices
d
requirre an image with
w red, gree
en, blue, and aalpha (RGBA)) channels, eaach of them h
having
8 bits of in
nformation. At
A a target resolution of 12
280x720, a si ngle image w
with this information takess 3600
KB of me
emory. As th
he alpha channel doesn’t contribute any useful in
nformation, this can be easily
reduced to
t 2700 KB. At
A 60 Hz this transfer wou
uld require a data rate off around 158..2 MB (1264 Mbit)
per secon
nd, and there
efore exceeds even the bandwidth
b
off Gigabit Etheernet. Obviou
usly some form of
compresssion needs to be used to be
etter handle the
t amount oof data.
Using com
mpression inttroduces additional calculaations on thee server side for encodingg and on the client
side for decoding.
d
On the servers there are plenty of reso urces to do compression. In this setu
up, an
otherwise
e almost idle 6‐core Intel®
® Core™ i7 prrocessor perfforms a multii‐threaded en
ncoding algorrithm.
Alternativvely, the compression could have also been done diirectly on thee Knights Ferrry card. The cclient,
on the otther hand, might
m
be a ligh
htweight systtem and req uire quite so
ome time to decode the iimage
before be
eing able to diisplay it.
There are
e multiple posssible coder‐d
decoders (codecs) that caan be used. O
OnLive* has in
ndicated thatt they
use a spe
ecial encodingg chip to creaate a proprie
ety video streeam using theeir own codeec. Gaikai* is using
the H.264
4 compression codec thatt can also be found in YouuTube* and Blu‐ray* videeos. Using ab
bout 5
Mbit/s for a video stre
eam at 1280xx720 gives reaasonable quaality, but also leaves room for improvement.
If more bandwidth
b
sh
hould be available, most codecs can utilize them easily by jusst changing a few
paramete
ers in order to
o achieve high
her image quaality.

Sccreenshot from
m Dirt 2* usinng OnLive*.
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nitial experim
ment we chosse to start witth the best‐ccase networking scenario, a high‐bandwidth
For this in
Gigabit Etthernet conne
ection, to relax the comprression requirrements and achieve the best visual reesults.
That allow
wed us to use
u a differe
ent form of compression that is bassed on each image separately
(compare
ed to a video stream whe
ere a later im
mage is often a modification of an earrlier image), w
which
results in very high image qualityy that remains stable inddependent o
of the amoun
nt of motion
n. The
algorithm
m used is DXT1. That algorithm has a fixxed compresssion ratio of 1:8 for RGBA
A data and is often
used in games
g
througgh the .dds file
f containerr. There are fast implemeentations forr compression
n and
decompre
ession that uttilize Intel® Sttreaming SIM
MD Extensionss (Intel® SSE) and can use multi‐thread
ding in
the Intel®
® Integrated Performance
e Primitives (Intel® IPP) 7.0 library. A
Also, some ggraphics chip
ps are
capable of
o displaying DXT1 compressed conte
ent without any manual decompression. The result of
applying DXT1
D
is an im
mage that has only minor noticeable
n
losss from the o
original sourcee for regular game
scenes.

Left: Imag
ge without com
mpression. Riight: Image hhas been comppressed with DXT1.
e, there are certain
c
speciaal cases whe
ere artifacts ccan become very visible. One example is a
Of course
debug vie
ew that shows triangles shaded with their red, green and blue vertex colors. The DXT1
algorithm
m is not very well
w suited forr such an unnatural image .

Left: Imag
ge without com
mpression. Riight: Image hhas been comppressed with DXT1.

Wolfen
nstein*: Ra
ay Traced
In order to
t show the benefits
b
of ussing a ray tracer for gamees, several components off the original game
have been changed fo
or the Wolfen
nstein*: Ray Traced
T
demoo. Please notee that some sscreenshots in this
8

dered with su
upersamplingg. Measuremeents and imagges without tthis will be givven in
section haave been rend
a later secction.
Geometrry
Ray tracin
ng engines tyypically use acceleration
a
structures, a hierarchy p
placed over tthe geometryy that
organizes the scene to
o allow a ray’ss interactions with objects to be calculaated more effficiently. This leads
hat for static content, the amount of reequired calcu
ulations for a ray only incrreases
to the nicce property th
logarithm
mically with th
he number of triangles. Therefore, highher geometricc detail can b
be used with o
only a
small imp
pact on the pe
erformance.
The comp
plete Wolfenstein* game level used for
f the demoonstration co
onsisted abou
ut around 30
00,000
triangles in the original form. To showcase
s
the
e ability to hhave more geeometry avaiilable, two objects
were changed to use extreme high
h polygonal details.
d
The fiirst was the cchandelier model, made o
out of
around 1,000,000 trian
ngles. The seccond was a de
etailed car moodel with rou
ughly 300,000
0 triangles.

Left: Old
O chandelierr model. Righ
ht: New, highlly detailed chandelier mod
del
The perfo
ormance impaact of changing these mod
dels and renddering them w
with the trian
ngle debug shader
was only 15‐20% perrcent. Looking at the con
ntent generaation pipelinee, this mean
ns that such high‐
n models can
n just be take
en out of the 3D modeli ng software and can be used in the game
resolution
directly without
w
the ne
eed for artists to painfullyy reduce everyy possible triangle, and without the neeed to
use tricks like normal maps
m
to fake the detailed geometry.
g
Shading
Through the
t ability to trace
t
arbitrarry rays on dem
mand, ray traacing allows in
nteresting efffects for shad
ding.
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mple for usin
ng reflections has been done on a ccar model. B
By making th
he material h
highly
One exam
reflective (in fact even too reflecttive to be reaalistic, but goood for the purpose of d
demonstratin
ng the
effect), it is possible to
o see the surrounding environment in itt – all update d accurately and in real‐time.
The way this
t is calculaated in a ray tracer
t
is veryy simple. Just like a ball bo
ounces off att the border o
of the
billiard po
ool table a refflection ray iss also just gettting reflectedd at the surfacce it hits.

This meth
hod applied to
o the car lookks like this:

Another nice ray‐traced effect is an accurate glass shade r with physiccal propertiees like the co
orrect
refraction
n index. Compared to the
e previous caar shader, thiis one spawn
ns two rays aat the hit po
oint: a
reflection ray like abovve, and a refraaction ray.
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er used on th
he chandelier model looks like this:
This shade

Distortio
ons of the background by looking throuugh a ray tracced glass shad
der.
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Showing the high geomettric detail on tthe chandelieer model.

Another example
e
of re
eflections thaat could also impact the ggameplay is sh
hown on the lens of the ssniper
rifle weap
pon from the game. The material
m
prope
erties of it havve been chan
nged by only a few lines off code
to be reflective. Playerrs are now ab
ble to see wh
hat is behind tthem (sort off a rear‐view mirror) and might
o notice appro
oaching enem
mies faster.
be able to
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Reflective scope
s
gives players
p
inform
mation about what is happening behind
d them.
Another interesting efffect added is the surveillance station. G
Games alread
dy do this sorrt of thing, bu
ut in a
limited way. Sometime
es there is a room with a screen in it tthat shows a different paart of the scene. In
some gam
mes, there is a button to change
c
what areas the scrreen displayss. New here is the possibility to
have man
ny different sccreens at the same time while
w
still stayiing at a good performancee level.

Left: Surrveillance stattion showing 12 different parts
p
of the leevel. Right: Reecursion effeccts are also easily
done.
The way it works is sim
mple. Each scrreen has exacctly one offseet and one vieewing directio
on defined. Iff a ray
o
is adde
ed to that po
osition. From
m that, another ray in thee specific direection
hits that screen, the offset
which waas defined eaarlier will be traced. That will hit anotther surface which will reeturn a colorr. This
effect is related
r
to the
e camera porttal effects (previously dem
monstrated in
n the earlier Quake Wars**: Ray
Traced project, but differs
d
in th
hat on the TV
T screens, the displayeed picture reemains the same
independent of the player’s
p
view angle, while
e for portals,, the player can get other informatio
on by
13

ooking into itt from the frront. That is because in p
portal
looking frrom the side of a portal instead of lo
effects, th
he incoming viewing
v
directtion of each ray
r is taken innto account, ccompared to the fixed direection
that the TV
T screen has.

Particle
e systems
Today’s games
g
make heavy
h
use off particle systtems in orde r to display eeffects like sm
moke, fire, sp
parks,
debris, mo
oving fog volu
umes, etc. In the early dayys particles w
were small, on
ne‐colored squ
uares or sprittes.

Particcle trail of a fllying lava pie ce in Quake ((I)
Today, paarticle effectss for games tyypically involve the use o f “quads” thaat consist of two triangless. The
shader ussed on these can mix multtiple texturess, use differennt blending m
methods, use vertex colorss, and
all the magic
m
that pro
ogrammable shaders deliiver. Implem entations of smoke and fire in gamees are
usually made
m
out of particle syste
ems that layyer many quaads and therrefore createe the illusion
n of a
volumetriic effect.
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Smo
oke and fire im
mplementatio
on using partiicles. Left: Shaaded view. Riight: Trianglee debug view.
Usually th
hose many layers of parrticles are aligned towardds the eyes of the playeer. For debu
ugging
purposes this setup caan be frozen, and a look att it from the side reveals m
more details about the am
mount
of layering.

Debug
g view from the
t side of a frozen
fr
particlee view. Left: SShaded view. Right: Triang
gle debug view
w.
This approximation off using layers has been de
eveloped speecifically for ggames using rasterization, as it
w
this algo
orithm. We implemented
d the same in this demo
o, but
can be caalculated in a fast way with
recommend that for raay‐traced gam
mes, another algorithm to display volum
mes should bee used.
In order for
f the ray traacer to displaay those layered effects c orrectly, the ray has to hiit the first surface.
The shad
der program returns a color
c
value after
a
a textuure lookup aand defines some amou
unt of
transpare
ency. From he
ere on, the raay has to continue until it hits the nextt surface to rrepeat this step. In
our tests, we required in the hardest cases a reccursion depthh of 50 to guaarantee the co
orrect displayy. This
ously becom
me very perfformance‐inte
ensive, and in fact rend
dering thosee particles in
n the
can obvio
rasterization‐optimized
d way using a ray tracer is the most exppensive visuaal effect in thee demo.
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v
shows peerformance hot spots when
n rendering pparticles. Brigght means mo
ore intensive tthan
Debug view
dark.
Given the
e restriction that all those surfaces arre quads andd face the saame direction
n, there are some
optimizations that cou
uld be applied
d when rende
ering this. Alsso, different aand potentially faster rend
dering
ect is calculate
ed could be uused and afterwards blend
ded into the im
mage.
methods where such a particle effe
The way it is likely thiis technologyy will evolve in the futuree is to have rreal volumetrric data insteead of
trying to simulate
s
the effect of it th
hrough layerin
ng. For exam ple, smoke w
would naturally distribute in the
air and ch
hange accord
ding to obstaccles. Using raay tracing, th e brightness values insidee the smoke cloud
could be adapted
a
to th
he environme
ent.
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Offline
O
simulatted smoke using FumeFX**. Author: Sam
m Khorshid
Video: http://www.aafterworks.co
om/FumeFX/aanims/SmokeeCollection.w
wmv

Perform
mance
Here are some
s
examplle scenes and
d how they pe
erform in the cloud‐based setup.

78 fps

53 fps

66 fps

70 fps

62 fps

38 fps
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Latency
y
Two comm
monly used te
erms in networking are baandwidth andd latency:
Bandwidtth: The amou
unt of data th
hat can be trransported ovver the netw
work from a ccertain sourcee to a
certain de
estination in a given time. This can be
e, for examplee, 12 Mbits p
per second w
which is someetimes
found in home
h
Interne
et connections, or 1000 Mb
bits per seconnd for Gigabitt Ethernet. It is often compared
with a higghway and ho
ow many lane
es there are: Even if theree were a high
hway with 10
000 lanes bettween
San Franccisco and Los Angeles, a sin
ngle car could
d still not drivve the distancce 1000 timess faster.
Network latency: Desccribes the de
elay from sending a netwoork packet fro
om a source tto the destination.
h a high im
mpact on the cloud‐based gaming exp erience. The latency of a packet from
m one
Latency has
machine to
t another machine and back can be te
ested using thhe ping command.
Assumingg the available
e bandwidth is not limitingg, then the laatency comess from the ph
hysical limitation of
the speed
d of light, an
nd also delays from variou
us hops thatt a network p
packet goes through from
m one
physical connection
c
to
o another (thrrough routerss, switches, eetc.), and thro
ough the layeers it has to pass to
get to the
e operating syystem and finally the application.
Bandwidth will influence the quality of the im
mage that thhe player recceives in a ccloud‐based ssetup.
Internet connection
c
baandwidth hass been increasing over thee last years an
nd can be exp
pected to con
ntinue
increasingg.
The (total) latency will impact how
w long it takess from, for exxample, moviing the mousse locally to sseeing
nly dependen
nt on the nettwork
that updaate on the screen. The first thought might be th at this is on
latency, but
b there are many other contributing factors that in some casees can be adjjusted to deliver a
better gaming experie
ence. In the fo
ollowing step
ps, which desscribe the pro
ocess from th
he input conttroller
to the update on the screen, the assumption
a
of a target fraame rate of 660 Hz will be made. This m
means
each fram
me takes 16. 6 ms, though for simplicityy this will be rounded to 117 ms. A netw
work latency of 80
ms for a round
r
trip (40
0 ms one way) will be assumed.
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The process from the input controllers to the update it causes on the monitor
Step 1 (input controllers): In the latest operating systems from Microsoft*, devices that are
connected over USB are in default mode polled at 125 Hz. Therefore, in the worst case, 8 ms latency
could come from this. There are some techniques and some vendor‐specific mouse drivers that can
change this rate to, for example, 1000 Hz. Often wireless keyboards and mice have even higher latencies
and should therefore be avoided to reduce lag.
Step 2: After the movement through the input controller has been processed, it might take a short
time until the game client reaches the piece of code that evaluates those movements. For example, the
client might be currently busy with other calculations (in a single threaded game client version, this
could be due to receiving the last rendered frame or uploading it to the graphics card). The maximal
latency would be almost one frame (17 ms). By using multiple threads in the game client, this lag could
be reduced, but might require additional synchronization about when an update should be sent out to
the servers.
Step 3: Having evaluated all movements, a network packet with data such as the updated player
position will be sent to the server and requires 40 ms. Generally, to lower network latency, it helps to
have the servers close enough to be reached with a small number of hops. Some routers have special
optimizations to prioritize network packets for online gaming, which might help for the first hop from
the client’s device to the Internet‐connected router.
Step 4: Now the server has received the updated information. Assuming it is done rendering the
previous frame, the new data can be used. But games often use a method where multiple frames are
rendered in flight. The benefit is that this leads to higher and smoother average performance, because
the calculations for rendering and scene updates never run dry as there is always more work available.
Common default settings in graphics drivers allow pre‐rendering of up to 3 frames.
Unless this value is lowered, this potentially adds 50 ms of latency. In a setup with multiple machines
that are each rendering individual frames, there is additional latency. As mentioned earlier, a tile‐based
approach should be used to avoid this overhead. Once a frame is rendered, it has to be brought into
main memory. The image could have been either compressed directly on the device that rendered it, or
it could be compressed later by the CPU. As the server usually is very powerful, the compression
consumes only a small fraction of time (around 2 ms for DXT1 in 1280x720).
Step 5: The compressed frame is sent to the client, which consumes 40 ms.
Step 6: Back at the client, the compressed frame needs to be displayed. Either there could be a way
to upload the compressed image directly onto the graphics card (e.g., through support for DXT1
textures), or it has to be decompressed manually. As the client does usually not have a lot of
horsepower, this step could be delayed by one frame: while the client already receives the next frame
over the network, it could finish off decompressing the old one. This adds another 17 ms of latency, but
might be required as an optimization for small devices. Uploading the color data from the client’s main
memory to the graphics card that displays the image will also take some time. It might be required to do
this asynchronously and live with another 17ms of latency. Also, in case the pictures should be uploaded
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into a texture and then displayed as a quad on the full screen over Microsoft DirectX*, for example, it
should be made certain that the graphics card settings at the client for the maximal amount of pre‐
rendered frames don’t add any extra delays.
Step 7: Lastly, the outgoing picture from the graphics card has to be displayed on a screen. Besides the
limitation that currently most flat screen monitors can only display at 60 Hz and might therefore
introduce some latency for the correct synchronization, there is another important factor called input
lag: it describes the time difference between sending the signal to the monitor and seeing the actual
content on the screen. That difference is caused by the signal processing that a flat screen monitor does.
That could be, e.g., interpolation to display in non‐native resolutions, the “overdrive” method which
reads what is being sent to the display several frames ahead and processes the image to reduce blurring
and streaks left by ghosting, changes to contrast and colors, etc. There has been a very detailed test
about this at Prad.de that measured input lags between close to 0 up to 45 ms (even without the
synchronization of 60 Hz). These values should not be confused with the ones for the pixel response
time that monitor vendors often specify, e.g., 2 ms from gray‐to‐gray for a gaming monitor.
The total amount of latency therefore depends not only on the network latency, but also on the choices
of input controllers and monitors, as well as on the possible software implementations regarding
buffering. Scenarios are possible where a difference of over 100 ms latency can easily show up –
independent of the network latency.
Example Scenario 1
Example Scenario 2
Step 1 (input controllers)
8
1
Step 2 (thin client)
17
17
Step 3 (network)
40
40
Step 4 (cloud)
50 (triple buffered)
17 (single buffered)
Step 5 (network)
40
40
Step 6 (thin client)
17 + 17
17
Step 7 (monitor)
45
0
Total
234
132
Different hardware and software setups can significantly change the total latency.

Discussion of results
Over the last sections it has been shown that ray tracing can offer a variety of new and interesting
effects to games. Through this research using a cloud‐based gaming setup with machines that utilize the
Intel code name Knights Ferry development platform, ray‐traced games with a high frame rate can
already be achieved today.
Further progress could be made by optimizing the video codec used in order to be able to use it for even
smaller devices such as netbooks and tablets. Instead of assuming a Gigabit Ethernet setup,
optimizations for wireless networks could be investigated to bring the technology to handheld devices
like smartphones. In order to cut down on the number of servers needed, it should be possible to
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develop support
s
for ussing multiple Knights Ferrry PCIe cards within a singgle machine. To increase iimage
quality, several well‐kknown post‐p
processing te
echniques likee HDR bloom
m and depth of field cou
uld be
added. A smart solutio
on on how to do anti‐aliasing for ray tr acing with high performan
nce on the Kn
nights
Ferry plattform could also be investigated.
While the
e commercial use of cloud‐based gamin
ng is just starrting, a scenaario could be imagined in w
which
some gam
mers favor the
e advantages of such an ap
pproach and would use th
hat way of gaming as theirr main
model. It might also be
b reasonable
e to assume that anotherr group of gaamers would like to stay aat the
m
where all games are
e stored and rendered
r
locaally on the gamer’s machin
ne.
current model,
No matter which group will be the larger one, th
he industry iss changing at an amazinglyy fast speed, and it
will be exxciting to see
e how graphiccs in games, cloud‐based gaming, and
d most imporrtantly the gaaming
experiencce will evolve over the upccoming years.
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